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Abstract—Color transfer aims to change the color information of the target image according to the reference one. Many studies propose color transfer methods by analysis of color distribution and semantic relevance, which do not take the perceptual characteristics for visual quality into consideration. In this study, we propose a novel color transfer method based on the saliency information with brightness optimization. First, a saliency detection module is designed to separate the foreground regions from the background regions for images. Then a dual-branch module is introduced to implement color transfer for images. Finally, a brightness optimization operation is designed during the fusion of foreground and background regions for color transfer. Experimental results show that the proposed method can implement the color transfer for images while keeping the color consistency well. Compared with other existing studies, the proposed method can obtain significant performance improvement. The source code and pre-trained models are available at https://github.com/PlanktonQAQ/SCTNet.

Index Terms—Color transfer, saliency detection, light optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

LIMITED by the performance of camera devices and complex environmental conditions, the visual quality of a raw image cannot be guaranteed to satisfy the requirements in practice. To obtain the images with good quality, a series of image enhancement techniques have been proposed to improve the image properties, including contrast, color, resolution, clarity, etc. As one type of image enhancement, color transfer aims to improve the visual quality of image color. It establishes color mapping function between different images and transfer the color of the reference image with good quality to the source one. It is widely used in various applications including computational/digital imaging systems, medical testing, cultural relics restoration, etc.

Fig. 1. Instances of classical color transfer methods. The regions with mixed colors (labeled by red boxes) reduce the saliency-based subjective visual sensitivity. The methods are: Reinhard et al. [1], Pitie et al. [2], Zhao et al. [3], and Lee et al. [4].

Following the pioneer work by Reinhard et al. [1], many researchers attempt to establish global color mapping function between different images to implement color transfer. The basic assumption is that the color between images can be transferred by the correspondence of global color distributions. Once the correspondence is established, the color transfer can be implemented by the related global color mapping function. The solution reflects the accurate color distribution properties in global view and keeps the color consistency. However, the local color distribution properties and the semantic correspondence are ignored. Thus, it limits the flexibility and precision of the color transfer in related tasks.

To improve the performance, many semantic correspondence based methods are proposed to implement more accurate color transfer [5], [6]. They attempt to search the semantic correspondence areas between the reference and the source images, which help establish the color mapping function to balance different factors, including global color distribution, semantic correspondence, and color consistency. Benefited from the semantic correspondence, the scheme can achieve...
more accurate and flexible color transfer. The performance of these methods depends on the accuracy of semantic correspondence. Once the semantic regions of images are affected by some factors such as abnormal exposure, various views, noise, and motion-based blur, the quality of the color transfer is reduced with higher probability. With the development of deep learning techniques, some recent methods use deep neural network to improve the semantic region detection in the color transfer. These works can achieve more accurate semantic regions while keeping better robustness to transitional schemes. As we know, color information is sensitive to the human visual system and the perceptual mechanism should be taken into consideration in color transfer, which is ignored by previous works. The semantic regions with mixed colors are difficult to be distinguished and this reduces the saliency-based subjective visual sensitivity (some instances are shown in Fig. 1).

In this paper, we propose a saliency-guided color transfer deep network with brightness optimization (SCTNet). It is constructed by three parts: separation module, color transfer module, color fusion. The separation module is designed to highlight foreground objects in images. The color transfer module, i.e., the core part of the proposed model, adopts a dual-branch color transfer to focus on the salient regions to ensure the accuracy of color transfer, therefore improving the flexibility and accuracy of the model. The color fusion module is an auxiliary module for better performing color fusion and brightness optimization on the transferred images and improving the visual quality. The contributions of the proposed method are summarized below.

- A separation module is proposed based on U2 saliency detection model and Yolact model with multi-scale anchor method for salient foreground objects from the input image, to significantly improve the segmentation accuracy of large objects and the effect of color transfer.
- A color transfer module is presented by a double branch structure, which transfers the color information of the foreground and background regions, respectively. It can effectively improve the accuracy and flexibility of the color transfer model while enhancing the contrast of the salient area.
- A color fusion method is designed to aggregate foreground and background color transfer results with lighting optimization. It generates more accurate color transfer result.

The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig. 2. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the related works about color transfer. In Sec. III-V, we introduce the implementation details of the separation module, color transfer module and color fusion. We show the performance of proposed method in Sec. VI and Sec. VII provides the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

According to the recent survey [7], color transfer methods can be divided into several categories, including statistical color transfer, semantic correspondence-based color transfer, and deep feature-based color transfer. In following parts, we discuss such categories and saliency detection methods.

A. Statistical Color Transfer

According to the scope of color mapping, the statistical color transfer methods can be divided into two categories: global color transfer and local color transfer. The global color transfer methods [1], [8], [9] utilize the global color statistics to implement color transfer between images. Reinhard et al. [1] proposed the pioneer work based on \( \alpha \beta \) -based global color transfer scheme. Pitie et al. [8] mapped the N-dimensional distribution of the reference image to the target image by applying a designed novel continuous transformation method. Pitie et al. [10] constructed a one-to-one color mapping that transfers the palette of an example target picture to the original picture. Pouli and Reinhard [11] introduced different scale histograms to consider coarse and fine features separately for color transfer. Wang et al. [12] learned implicit mappings with enough examples for global color transfer. Abadpour and Kasaei [13] and Xiao and Ma [14] used principal component analysis (PCA) to compute the decorrelated color space of the input image. Chang et al. [15], [16] classified colors into perceptual-based categories, and then perform color transfer based on this classification by restricting the resulting colors to similar categories. Su et al. [17] proposed a self-learning filtering scheme and a multi-scale detail manipulation scheme to construct a probabilistic color map between the source image and the reference image. Global color transfer is mainly designed based on the selected statistical information, and it is difficult to avoid the following two problems: 1) the global transfer method is prone to local color confusion if the source image or the destination image contains regions of different colors; 2) if the color distributions of the two images are very different, the results tend to appear unnatural and saturated with the \( \alpha \beta \) color space.

In order to overcome the above limitations, many local color transfer algorithms are proposed based on local spatial relationship. For these algorithms, representative colors are first obtained from the reference image to the source image (such as dominant colors [18], [19], [20], [21], feature point colors [22]). Then, the color correspondences between the source and reference images are established. Tai et al. [20] proposed a local color transfer model based on probability segmentation, which segments the source image and the reference image by probability, and then uses the Gaussian mixture model to model the components of different regions respectively. Xia et al. [23] proposed a saliency guided image transfer model, which obtains the color information of the salient regions of the original image and the reference image, and establishes the corresponding color transfer relationship. Wen et al. [24] used sketches in the source and target images to define the corresponding regions. Yoo et al. [25] applied statistical transfer by exploiting their dominant colors to find local region correspondences between two images. Li et al. [26] proposed a local color transfer method to extract salient regions. Xiao and Ma [27] adopted a local color transfer method of histogram matching and color gradient optimization.
to alleviate the fidelity problem of color transfer in terms of scene details and colors. Although the local color transfer methods can effectively alleviate the limitations of the global mapping scheme, the advantages might be lost if a general color transfer is performed when the reference image and the original image lack an obvious semantic relationship.

**B. Semantic Correspondence-Based Color Transfer**

In order to improve the performance of color transfer, many researchers have tried to establish the semantic correspondence between the original image and the reference image, thereby improving the accuracy and flexibility of the color transfer process. Based on the color transfer work of dense correspondence, HaCohen et al. [5] proposed to use the improved GPM [28] to obtain semantic corresponding regions, and cluster the consistent matching regions from coarse to fine through aggregating consistent regions to find the dense correspondence of images, then the image color transfer is completed by learning the global color change between corresponding regions. Considering that patch correspondence and dense point correspondence are time-consuming, some researchers propose to use a color transfer algorithm based on sparse correspondence. Park et al. [6] proposed a color transfer method based on SIFT keypoint matching, a color matrix was constructed based on a series of image features to fit the local feature description, then the color parameters were calculated by matrix decomposition to establish the color transfer model.

In addition to dense correspondences and sparse features for semantic correspondence schemes, Tai et al. [20] and Hristova et al. [29] employed the EM algorithm to find corresponding color clusters in images. Arbelot et al. [30] proposed a unified framework that uses edge-aware texture descriptors of the regional covariance of images to establish correspondences and conduct guided color transfer. He et al. [31] used neural representations for more accurate color transfer between objects for semantically meaningful dense correspondences.

Gao et al. [32] proposed a multi-label semantic description of wallpaper textures for image style transfer. Liao et al. [33] proposed a new semantic context-aware image style transfer method, which carried out style transfer by implementing semantic context matching. Li et al. [34] proposed a new global and local semantic coloring method. However, the above schemes does not solve the problem of semantic consistency, and in the process of color transfer, the situation of local color confusion still exists. Although these methods address the global color transfer problem when the source and reference images have similar structures, the model robustness still suffers when these two images have completely unrelated content and styles.

**C. Deep Feature-Based Color Transfer**

The statistical learning and the semantic corresponding color transfer methods still have some problems. The statistical methods generally have the problem of poor robustness and local image color imbalance. Although the improvement scheme based on semantic correspondence alleviates to a certain extent, the problem still exists. Subsequently, many models based on deep learning techniques have been proposed to solve these problems. Due to the properties of convolutional neural networks, such works can achieve more accurate semantic regions while maintaining better robustness to the color transfer process. He et al. [35] proposed to use the reference image to guide the color transfer by combining the similarity network and the colorization network, using the feature vector encoded by the CNN network to establish the semantic correspondence between the original image and the reference image pixels, and successfully transferred to the video color transfer [36]. Liu et al. [37] proposed a color transfer framework including feature network, sentiment classification network, fusion network and colorization network. Liao et al. [38] proposed a depth image analogy technique to establish a dense semantic correspondence between two input images for color
transfer. Song and Liu [39] proposed a new image appearance transfer method that combines depth color and texture features. Gatys et al. [40] extracted leveraging features by a pretrained VGG network [41], and iteratively optimizing the output color transfer images. Xu et al. [42] proposed an end-to-end two-subnet color transfer scheme, where the previous part uses the codec architecture to replace the similar subnets in [35] to establish the semantic correspondence between the original image and the reference image, and uses AdaIN to perform feature matching and blending to speed up color transfer work.

However, it is difficult to obtain a suitable reference image, Zhao et al. [3] proposed a method to randomly intercept patch blocks from the ground truth color image as the reference image, and use the color network to extract the color information as the color information in the grayscale image coloring process. Huang et al. [43] proposed an innovative high dynamic range image color transfer generative adversarial network (HDRCT-GAN), which encodes raw images and learns fine features in a self-supervised manner through a generative adversarial network (GAN). Zhao et al. [44] proposed a fully automatic saliency guided coloring and generation adversarial network. Dong et al. [45] proposed a spatially uniform crossed attention (SCCA) block to encourage the slice pixels of different outer polar lines in the grayscale image to correspond spatially to the pixels of the reference color image. Dou et al. [46] propose a new sketch coloring method, two-color space-guided Generative Adversarial Network (DCSGAN), which takes into account complementary information contained in RGB and HSV color spaces. Besides, there are many different studies on color transfer based on deep learning features, e.g. [47], [48], [49], [50], and [51] etc. However, in these works, salient regions or foreground objects can not be well enhanced, making the color distribution of the corresponding semantic regions indistinguishable, which reduces the saliency-based subjective visual sensitivity.

D. Saliency Detection and Instance Segmentation

Saliency detection plays a crucial role in visual scene analysis as it is capable of identifying and extracting objects that attract human attention. In recent years, research efforts have mainly focused on convolutional neural networks (CNN) using an encoder-decoder architecture. Hou et al. [52] incorporated short connections to fuse global and local information from deep and shallow layers. Liu et al. [53] proposed a pyramid pooling module to capture global semantic information from the encoder and recovers sparse information in the encoder through a feature aggregation module. Qin et al. [54] designed the Residual U (RSU) block to capture more contextual information from different scales and utilizes pooling operations within RSU to increase depth without significantly increasing computational cost. With the introduction of Transformer models to visual tasks, some studies have extended Transformers to the task of saliency detection. Yun and Lin [55] utilized Transformer as the encoder backbone network and developed a branch to learn global context, achieving outstanding performance.

Instance segmentation aims to predict a pixel-wise mask for each object of interest. He et al. [56] introduced Mask R-CNN, an extension of Faster R-CNN that incorporates a dedicated branch to predict object masks alongside the existing bounding box recognition branch. Yolact, proposed by Bolya et al. [57], decomposes instance segmentation into two parallel subtasks, leading to fast segmentation. Chen et al. [58] introduced BlendMask, which utilizes instance-level information, semantic information, and low-level fine-grained information to achieve improved mask prediction. Cheng et al. [59] proposed SparseInst, which employs sparse instance activation maps to emphasize the informative areas of foreground objects, and subsequently accomplishes segmentation through feature aggregation.

Besides the saliency used as the guidance for color transfer, the proposed method introduces and brightness optimization, to change the color distributions for the foreground and background independently, which improves the flexibility and accuracy of the color transfer model. In the following parts, we will introduce the details of the proposed method.

III. SEPARATION MODULE

In this part, our primary goal is to separate salient object from their backgrounds. To achieve this, we have developed a specialized separation module. The purpose of this module is to effectively extract salient objects while preserving the overall structure of the target. To attain stable and significant foreground object segmentation while minimizing computational costs, we have opted for the efficient saliency extraction model U2Net [54] and the instance segmentation model Yolact [57].

As shown in Fig. 2, an instance of segmentation model is shown for segmenting objects. It extracts salient regions as the input for the subsequent color transfer model, which can be formulated as follows:

\[ I_s^f, I_s^b, I_r^b = \text{SegNet}(I_s, I_r), \]  

where \( I_s \) is the source image, \( I_r \) is the reference image, \( I_s^f \) refers to the foreground area map created by the source image after passing through the separation module, and \( I_s^b \) refers to the background area map created by the source image after passing through the separation module. The subscript \( f \) indicates foreground, and subscript \( b \) indicates background. Take \( I_s \) as an example, I will proceed with a more meticulous exposition of this module. And the processing procedure of \( I_r \) is the same as \( I_s \).

\[ M_s^i, S^i = \text{Yolact}(I_r), U2Net(I_s), \]  

\[ M_s = \text{Max}((S^i \cap M_s^i)/(S^i \cup M_s^i)), \]  

where \( M_s^i \) is the output of the instance segmentation model for the source image, and \( i \in \{0, \ldots, 4\} \) indicating the selection of the top 5 instance results with the highest confidence scores, and \( M_s^i \) contains five different instance object masks of the source image. Where \( S^i \) is the result of the Salience extraction model, it only contains the salient object masks of the source image. Finally, we opt for the instance segmentation object that has the greatest IoU (Intersection over Union) with the
As far as we know, it is a fact that color mixing is prone to occur in some regions between objects. Without elaborate processing of the color transfer of objects and scenes in different semantic backgrounds, the consistency of brightness and chroma would be too high, and the contrast of the generated images is reduced, which reduces the overall visual quality of generated image and destroy their texture information. To effectively alleviate the above problems, the proposed method proposes a separation module which consists of an improved real-time instance segmentation model and a saliency detection model. It is used to separate salient regions in the original image and the reference image, and as the pre-processing part of the entire SCTNet color transfer architecture.

In order to better ensure the texture of the generated image and highlight the color transfer effect between the foreground and the background, we need to accurately obtain the semantically corresponding foreground regions with larger scales in the original image and the reference image. For the above considerations, we believe that the accuracy of large image objects in the instance segmentation process should be improved, and we have made the following improvements. As far as we know, the setting of anchor size and aspect ratio has a great impact on the performance of instance target segmentation methods. Intuitively, the size and aspect ratio of the target varies greatly between tasks. In terms of length and width, setting an anchor point similar to the target is more conducive to the segmentation of the target. In order to improve the effect of segmentation of large objects in images, we design a multi-scale anchor (MSA) module to get more reasonable anchors. The size of each layer is changed to three ratios of the original size $\{1x, 1.6^2x, 2^3x\}$ and we enlarge the anchor size from [24, 48, 96, 192, 384] to [32, 64, 128, 256, 512]. The experimental results prove that they can obtain better performance than the traditional Yolact segmentation model [57].

### IV. Color Transfer Module

After obtaining the foreground and background, we aim to achieve end-to-end color transfer through a module. In order to ensure the accuracy and consistency of color transfer, we have specifically designed a dual-branch color transfer module that shares weights between the foreground and background.

As shown in Fig. 3, when building the main network of the color transfer model, a dual-branch architecture is adopted, which includes a salient foreground branch and a background branch. The foreground branch takes the salience target image extracted by the instance segmentation model as the input, then carries on the color transfer to the foreground salience target of the original image and the reference image, and outputs the result of foreground color transfer. The background branch takes the background image of the segmented source image and reference image as the input for color transfer, and outputs the background color transfer results.

$$\begin{align*}
I_c^f &= \text{ColNet}(I_c^f, I_s^f) \\
I_c^b &= \text{ColNet}(I_c^b, I_s^b),
\end{align*}$$

where $I_c^f, I_s^f, I_c^b, I_s^b$ results from our separation model as a color transfer model input volume, after ColNet model (Foreground Background Color Transfer Network) obtains the $I_c^f$ and $I_c^b$ color transfer results.

#### A. Foreground-Background Color Transfer Network

When building the two-stage color transfer model SCTnet network module (b), a dual-branch architecture is adopted, which includes a salient foreground branch and a background branch. The specific situation is shown in Fig. 3, where the foreground branch uses the salient object extracted by the first-stage sub-network as input, and performs color transfer for the foreground salient object to obtain the foreground mapping results.

The two branches use the same network architecture and implement parameter sharing, including encoder-decoder, refinement and auxiliary modules, where the encoder-decoder uses U-Net as the main color transfer network. In fact, we choose U-Net as the color transfer module, because its effectiveness has been demonstrated in the computer vision...
community, and our backbone is adapted from the work by Lee et al. [4].

As shown in Fig. 3, our color transfer model consists of two modules: an encoder module and a U-Net module. Specifically, our network consists of 9 convolutional blocks. Each convolutional block contains 3 Conv-relu units followed by a batch normalization layer, except the last block. The feature maps in the former 4 convolutional blocks are gradually halved in space while doubling the number of feature channels. To aggregate multi-scale contextual information without loss of resolution. In the 4 convolutional blocks of the decoder, the size of the feature maps are gradually doubled in space, while the number of feature channels is halved, and the output features are concatenated with the features of the auxiliary module. All downsampling layers use stride 2 convolution, while all upsampling layers use stride 2 deconvolution. Symmetrical jump connections have been added between the outputs of the 1nd and 9th, 2nd and 8th, 3rd and 6th, 4th and 5th convolutional blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>THE IMPACT OF ( \alpha ) and ( \beta ) ON IMAGE QUALITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \alpha ): 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGDNet</td>
<td>3.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIOE</td>
<td>3.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-NIOE</td>
<td>23.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not only transfer “correct” colors to “correct” regions based on semantic features, but also refer to meaningful colors of objects when the reference is not available. On the other hand, there is usually no exact Ground Truth to supervise the network to learn the corresponding color transfer process. In order to effectively solve the above two problems, we construct two perceptual loss terms to measure the content difference between the output image \( I_o \) and the input source image \( I_s \), and the style difference between \( I_o \) and the input reference image \( I_r \). The first loss function includes two items, which are denoted by \( L_{mse} \) and \( L_{vgg} \), respectively, and these two items can be calculated as follows:

\[
L_{mse} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I_o - I_s)^2, \tag{6}
\]

\[
L_{vgg} = \frac{1}{N_l} \sum_{i=0}^{N_l} \| \phi_i(I_o) - \phi_i(I_s) \|_2, \tag{7}
\]

where \( \phi_i(\cdot) \) denotes features extracted from the \( i \)-th layer in a pretrained VGG19 and \( N_l \) is the number of layers. To better transfer the color information, we use the calcStylLoss [23] to measure the color loss between the generated image and the reference image. The specific formula is calculated as follows:

\[
L_{color} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{gramMat}(I_r) - \text{gramMat}(I_o))^2, \tag{8}
\]

By separately computing the inner product of \( I_r \) and \( I_o \) to obtain their \( \text{gramMat} \), and then calculating the mean square error between the corresponding \( \text{gramMat} \) to obtain \( L_{color} \).

The Gram matrix is a representation method used to describe the texture features of an image, and it is computed based on the inner product between the feature vectors of the image. In color transfer tasks, by calculating the similarity between the Gram matrices of two images, it is possible to quantify their texture differences and optimize the process of generating images.

In this paper, we address the training problem of a color transfer model in the form of a weighted loss function:

\[
l_{total} = \lambda_1 * L_{vvg} + \lambda_2 * L_{color} + \lambda_3 * L_{mse}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \) and \( \lambda_3 \) control the relative importance of the corresponding terms respectively, while \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are set to 0.2, 0.00002 and 0.8.

V. COLOR FUSION

In order to better adjust the brightness optimization of the foreground and background images, we design the following image color fusion module with adaptive brightness optimization (ABO) module based on saliency guidance. Based on the foreground and background result images by the dual-branch color transfer model, the foreground information \( I_f \) and the background information \( I_b \) are weighted and fused on different channels to obtain the final color output transfer result \( I_o \). The specific formula is as follows:

\[
I_o = \text{mask} * I_f * W_f + (1 - \text{mask}) * I_b * W_b, \tag{10}
\]
In the above formula, the mask comes from the significance target mask obtained by the separation module. WF and WB are super parameters, which determine the change of brightness. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
W_f = \begin{cases} \frac{L_f}{L_f + L_b} + 1, & L_f \leq \alpha \\ 1, & \alpha < L_f < \beta \\ \frac{L_f}{L_f + L_b}, & L_f \geq \beta, \end{cases} \tag{11}
\]

\[
W_b = \begin{cases} \frac{L_b}{L_f + L_b} + 1, & L_b \leq \alpha \\ 1, & \alpha < L_b < \beta \\ \frac{L_b}{L_f + L_b}, & L_b \geq \beta, \end{cases} \tag{12}
\]

where \(W_f\) and \(W_b\) are computed from the adaptive calculation of the brightness, which are set based on the foreground image and the background image after the color transfer. On this basis, we use \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) to constrain the range of brightness value, which are calculated as:

\[
L_f = (0.299 \times I'_f) + (0.587 \times I'^{g}_f) + (0.114 \times I'^{b}_f), \tag{13}
\]

\[
L_b = (0.299 \times I'^{r}_b) + (0.587 \times I'^{g}_b) + (0.114 \times I'^{b}_b), \tag{14}
\]

where \(I'_f, I'^{g}_f, I'^{b}_f\) are the three channel values of the image; the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) values are set to 10 and 180 respectively.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation Methodology

1) Model and Parameter Settings: We select training data of fixed categories (zebra, airplane, truck, bus, bird) from the COCO dataset [60]. The size of the dataset we used for training consists of 8540 pairs of images, and the test dataset consists of 987 pairs of images. First, we use the self-designed and pre-trained separation model to extract the saliency mask on the training data, and then calculate the foreground and background information of the original image and the target image by using the mask. Second, the weight of the deep color transfer model [4] is used to initialize our two-branch color transfer network. Third, the learning rate is set to \(e^{-3}\), and the network is trained 5 epochs. Throughout the training process, we use ADAM optimizer with \(\beta_1 = 0.99\) and \(\beta_2 = 0.999\) to update the parameters. All images are resized to \(256 \times 256\) resolution, and it costs about one day to train the model on a desktop with a single 3090Ti GPU.

2) Compared Methods: We compare the proposed model with five color transfer methods, including GCT [1], IDT [8], MKL [2], C2E [3], DCT [4], WCT [61], PhotoWCT [62] and WCT2 [63]. GCT, IDT, and MKL are classical color transfer methods, which rely on global color statistics. C2E, IDT, WCT, PhotoWCT and WCT2 are deep learning-based methods. Among of them, PhotoWCT and WCT2 are the neural network-based method for photorealistic style transfer.

3) Evaluation Metrics: Since the color transfer work lacks Ground-Truth, we use three no-reference metrics, including SGDnet [64], NIQE [65] and IL-NIQE [66]. Among them, the SGD method [64] emphasizes the evaluation of the image quality of the salient area of the image, and the higher the value, the better; IL-NIQE [66] integrates the color statistical features, structural statistical features, multi-scale orientation and frequency statistical features, and it is based on NIQE [65]. At the same time, we use other two quality evaluation indicators, including contrast and entropy, to calculate the quality of generated images.

For visual comparative evaluation, we test the compared models on 987 pairs of images, and show several representative results in Fig. 4. It is more aligned with our expectations when both the source and reference images contain a distinct object. So, we also select images from the COCO dataset, which focus on specific categories such as zebras, airplanes, trucks, buses, and birds, to construct our test dataset. From Fig. 4, we can clearly see that the deep learning based methods can produce perceptually more attractive results than traditional methods. It is not difficult to find that the salient object of other schemes has obvious color mixing with the background color, the color contrast of the overall image is low, and the color of the salient object cannot be well represented. However, our method can better solve the color mixing problem, on the one hand, it has good color similarity with the reference image, and on the other hand, the details of the image can be better preserved.

B. Quality Results

1) Qualitative Analysis: Table I shows that the comparison results with the above eight methods using the no reference quality evaluation methods. Due to the lack of ground-truth label data for the transferred images, we employ three classical quality assessment methods [64], [65], and [66] to evaluate the quality results of the generated images from multiple perspectives.

As shown in Table II, WCT2 exhibits some advantages in terms of NIQE, while our method still maintains the best performance in terms of the SGDNet and IL-NIQE metric. In the visual comparison in Fig. 4, it can be observed that WCT2 still produces some inaccurate color transfer results for certain objects. In contrast, our model is able to maintain better color consistency in the images and also performs very well in color transfer between salient objects.

To further demonstrate the generalization of our scheme more concretely and accurately, we randomly selected 1000 pairs of image data from the ImageNet dataset and generate related color transfer results. In Fig. 6, we present a visual comparison between our method and other methods. It has been proved that Our method better preserves the color consistency of the results compared to other methods, and it also maintains superior color transfer between salient objects. Furthermore, we conducted a no-reference image quality assessment on the 1000 images generated by the color transfer method. The results are presented in Table III. Based on these metrics, including NIQE [65], IL-NIQE [66], and SGDnet [64], our method achieves the best results among color transfer schemes, which demonstrate its superiority over other methods.

2) Qualitative Analysis: For the purpose of showcasing the effect of our method more intuitively, we select two sets of representative scheme comparison charts to visually demonstrate
Fig. 4. Comparison results of different methods. Regions of mixed colors (labeled by red boxes) reduce saliency-based subjective visual sensitivity; Regions of color error (labeled by yellow boxes) where the color of the reference image cannot be effectively transferred to the original salient region or target; Regions of color cast (labeled by green box). The methods: GCT [1], IDT [8], MKL [2], C2E [3], DCT [4], WCT [61], PhotoWCT [62], WCT2 [63], SVCNet [67], PDNL [68].
From Fig. 5, the source image selected in the figure itself has the characteristics of our method from a visual point of view. The contrast effect is remarkable. Enhances the image contrast and the accuracy of color transfer, adjusting the brightness of the sky, the proposed method detection on salient objects and the sky. While reasonably which enables our method to accurately perform effective brightness adjustment is also added before image generation, which enables our method to accurately perform effective detection on salient objects and the sky. While reasonably adjusting the brightness of the sky, the proposed method enhances the image contrast and the accuracy of color transfer, and the contrast effect is remarkable.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, our scheme is designed based on saliency guidance, and the core goal is to more accurately and efficiently establish the target semantic correspondence between the original image and the reference image. Among them, the zebra contrast map clearly proves the accuracy of our method in color transfer from the edge details of salient objects. The zebra target edges generated by the transfer of other deep learning methods are mixed with background colors, while our method does not have edge mixed color. In the duck comparison image, the salient target of the reference image is a gray bird. Through the comparison of various color transfer methods, we find that the color transfer effect of the salient object is not significant in other generated images. And our results are further improved by the adaptive brightness optimization module, which effectively enhances the deficiencies related to lighting. By combining the related histograms in Fig. 13, we can also discover that our results have a clear advantage in brightness.

In Fig. 10, we visually show the contrast results of the color distribution between the foreground images of the generated image and the reference image and between the background images in the form of color histograms. Color histogram is the most basic and common representation of image color features which accurately reflects the composition distribution of colors in the image, and color histogram's advantage is not affected by image translation and rotation. In the case of global color similarity, the difference in the global color distribution of two images is measured by comparing the difference in color histograms. In Fig. 10, we can clearly find that the color distribution curves of the foreground and background images generated by our method are basically consistent with the trend of the color distribution curve of the reference image itself, and they are better than the color curves of other methods. Our saliency-guided color transfer network can better accurately transfer the color of the reference image to the original image. From Table IV, we calculate the histogram comparison values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF COLOR TRANSFER METHODS SCORES ON TEST DATASET OF 987 SETS IMAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON ON 1000 RANDOM IMAGES FROM IMAGENET DATASET. THE BEST RESULT BOLDFACED</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND COLOR HISTOGRAM COMPARISON VALUE OF BABBITT DISTANCE ON 500 PAIRS IMAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

methods. In Fig. 8, our quantitative comparison of contrast scores for eight random images from the test dataset is the best on average. In Fig. 9, our quantitative comparison of contrast scores is the best on average. Through the score comparison, our scheme ranks in the top 2 among multiple scheme comparisons, and the improvement effect was significant. In addition, we noticed that AttentionGAN [70] also focuses on extracting salient foreground for translation tasks, so we compared our approach with it. In Fig. 12, our separation module demonstrates enhanced accuracy in extracting salient objects. And our results are further improved by the adaptive brightness optimization module, which effectively enhances the deficiencies related to lighting. By combining the related histograms in Fig. 13, we can also discover that our results have a clear advantage in brightness.
of Bhattacharyya Distance for the foreground and background of 500 pairs of images. Bhattacharyya Distance measures the similarity of the distribution of two discrete samples. Based on this, we measure the similarity of the color histogram between the generated image and the reference image. The lower the value of Bhattacharyya Distance indicates the higher accuracy of color transfer between the two images.

**C. Ablation Study**

In order to intuitively show the innovation and superiority of our method, we have designed the following ablation experiments. As shown in Fig. 11, comparing our method with the basic deep color transfer model in the third column, we can intuitively feel that the color of the remarkable region of the transfer result is not coordinated with the reference image color. The fourth column result chart is that our method does not adopt the model renderings of the adaptive brightness optimization module and the upgraded segmentation model. The five column result chart is that our method does not adopt the adaptive brightness module, and the sixth column results chart is the whole. From the renderings of the method, we can clearly see that the color consistency of the front and rear background and the reference image is more consistent, and at the same time, the brightness is more coordinated.

To evaluate the influence of segmentation performance on our model, we substituting the Yolact segmentation model with the high-performing segment anything model (SAM)
Fig. 7. Randomly selected 8 specific source/reference/our images from our dataset.

Fig. 8. Contrast Score Quantitative comparison on eight random images from dataset.

Fig. 9. Information Entropy Score Quantitative comparison on eight random images from dataset.

[71]. SAM has gained significant popularity and achieved outstanding results in various segmentation tasks. We present a comparative analysis of SAM and Yolact for instance segmentation on the COCO2017 dataset in Table V. AP (Average Precision) is a comprehensive evaluation metric that measures the performance of an algorithm on detecting and segmenting object instances across different categories. \( AP_S \), \( AP_M \), and \( AP_L \) are variants of AP used specifically to measure the performance of algorithms on small, medium, and large-sized targets. \( AP_{S0} \) and \( AP_{S75} \) represent the average precision at overlap thresholds of 0.50 and 0.75 respectively. Higher values indicate superior performance of the model on the respective task. We conducted experiments using the SAM model based on a test set consisting of 987 pairs of images. The results in Table II indicate that improving the segmentation performance can not lead to a significant enhancement in our overall performance. This can be attributed to the separation module, which is not only essential for instance segmentation but also for extracting salient features.

Although SAM exhibits superior segmentation performance, it encounters limitations such as slow computation speed and large number of model parameters. Consequently, we opt for the comparatively lightweight Yolact as the component for instance segmentation, with the goal of enhancing its performance as much as possible without inflating the parameter count. From the quantitative target indicators in Table VI, the performance of the basic model of Yolact and the performance of the multi-scale anchor model we used. As far as the semantic segmentation of the COCO data set is concerned, the segmentation accuracy of our MSA method has improved significantly on big and medium targets.

In order to further prove the effectiveness and superiority of our method, we design a large data set of 1974 images from the COCO dataset to pair it, resulting in 987 original images and reference images. With this database, we conduct the comparison experiments. In Table VII, IL-NIQE, NIQE and SGDNet scores on the images, these results are randomly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table V</th>
<th>Instance Segmentation on COCO 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolact</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VI</th>
<th>The Results of Multi-Scale Anchor Module Which Improve Different Anchor Choices of Prediction Head on Yolact Segmentation Model on COCO Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ MSA</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
selected from the COCO dataset. Based on the experimental results, the proposed method can obtain promising results.

**D. Limitation**

Since our model is based on deep neural network, it has certain limitations in some specific scenarios. We have provided...
some examples in Fig. 14. From the first column in Fig. 14, it can be observed that when the blurriness of the image is relatively high, the effectiveness of color transfer is limited while resulting in some inaccurate results. For the second column, it is obviously that when source images are blurry, the salience extraction module fails to separate objects effectively. In such conditions, the proposed color transfer method may produce fragmentation or noticeable boundaries that break the visual consistency. Similarly, in the third column, when the images are affected by poor exposure, the color transfer may generate prominent boundaries, which affects the quality of final result.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel two-stage saliency-guided color transfer deep network model, where the improved object segmentation model and adaptive brightness optimization model are introduced. Our model effectively reduces the problem of background color and prospect color mixing in the current mainstream methods. Experiments show that the proposed methods are significantly better than the existing ones. However, our approach relies on the object segmentation model to be used, and in some cases color overflows near the edges. In the future, we will improve the algorithm by considering edge preservation.
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